AXPRO Solution
Intrusion and Video, refocussed.

Designed and produced by the WORLD LEADER in security, it’s time to rethink what your wireless security system can do.

Completely driven from your app, on demand, and with a wide range of products, the AXPRO wireless intruder alarm system delivers video on-board, with our revolutionary and proven wireless protocol for knock out stability.
AXPRO Solution
Intrusion and Video, refocussed.

PIRCAM
Detect with PIRCAM

Be secure with detection and video in one! Capturing snapshots as the action happens, stay safe and be informed of an intruder in real time with live updates; keeping you in the loop.
AXPRO Solution
Intrusion and Video, refocussed.

App Programming
It’s all in the app

One manufacturer, one interface. With the AXPRO, the power is in your hands; manage multiple systems through the Hik-ProConnect app and web interface, configure devices, control video and monitor. A total system with total control.

IVaaS
Offering a wider view.

The AXPRO incorporates IVaaS, integrating video verification capabilities with 4 camera video buffer ON-BOARD, to show the customer exactly what’s happening, so they can take appropriate action.